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Presenting these works together on the sole ground that
they happen to originate from the same city would be
fairly simplistic. Despite a narrow geogaphic focus, the
tapes collected here represent many of the most
innovative and productive independent video artists
working in Germany. What draws them all to Berlin is
anyone's guess. though perhaps this is less of a mystery
when the city's unique social and political experience ofthe
late 80s is taken into account
Produced since that period, these highlights and touchstones have been selected to foreground the experimental
and diverse nature of the Berlin scene without attempting
to provide a comprehensive or definitive view. Both
progammes privilege content over formal issues, and
righdy so, as many of these artisrr show a general lack of
concern for formal convention. Their strengths lie in a
willingness to risk to experiment in unfamiliar twritories.
to challenge dominant or comentional perceptions and
to tamper with vadiions of style and cantenf As they
pursue unorthodox approaches to familiar material and
complacent viewing habits, opposites are combined in the
irreverent crucible of videoakhemie.
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Madness, love, d d age, fire, death and humour. the
pomnodern cosmos is conrtiarted from a variety of
dements still under investigation. Not "art for art's sake",
but the burning of bridges, the pouring of salt in w m n &

and the placing of hands in the fire - conservatism lies far
from these artists as they involve themselves in the
unknown: television realii goes under the video artist's
k n i i documentary practice is immersed in the acid bath
of experiment
.Reduction opportunities and financial support for video
artins in Berlin remains reasonably scarce, especially in
comparison to the situation in France or Denmark, where
numerous instiartions make it possible for anists to work
relatively comfortably. Rather than adding to the clamour
on this issue though, let's just say these progamrnes could
well be called: Berlin Vrdeo - art out ofthin air.
Wlawing in the mud and mire in search of an 'essence',
these Berliners pursue an electronic alchernie in the
medii laboratories of the city. Concocting something
new ffom the available resources produces unknown
e f k t s - process becomes paramount when the goal is to
exttact gold from the ether.
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Of course, not all trials succeed what is 'remarkable is
that the independent video makers of the last decade
managed to haul any treasures into the d a y i i i at all. In this
medii environment it is easy to see how piactitionen are
lured away by better pay or secure teaching positions. In
this way, Hanno Baethe and Monika Funke Stem, two of
Berlin's leading video artists, were wooed away t o
academies in other towns.

Multimedia is the other factor contributing to the
pmduction of f h e r original video works in recent times.
Its emergence has banded video as a slow and obsdete
medium almost overnight However, it would be premature
to pass judgement on the real advantages of on- and off-line
pracesses. Still in its early stages, this area remains
relatively unexplored and therefore e x t m d y seductive.
OK, I confess. I mysetf'have been working on an Internet
project for a good part ofthe last months while my video
pductions have been put on d-ie back burner!
Maybe video will develop in a similar way to cinema.
passing through a period of crisis to a fertile phase
in which artists again reflect on the intrinsic qualities
of the medium. Clearly its possibilities are not
yet exhausted - the future of video will be shaped by
the intuition of artists and their negotiation of new
technologies. The potential for new d e s to be told
and new images to be discovered still lies dormant
in the medium.
The Berliner Alchemists are. working towards this:
onwards regardless - new novitiates are conducn
tig
their
experiments in the academies and elsewhere with
promising signs already emerging. Perhaps they will set off
new fissions, fusions or reactions in their audience. Here
follows a subjective selection of gleaming pieces fmm the
Berlin laboratories.
Knut Gemers, March '97

The human race - a monster with a thirst for mirrors.
Delving further than a narcissistic surface, these works are
suspicious of given truths and popular representations
of realii, especially as described by the popular media
Some employ appropriative techniques t o counter
complacent reception of media events, while others
utitilise d i i effects to undermine nanative certainty,
archival political footage, or the possibility of a stable
image of the city itself. Perhaps these sentiments are
exemplified by the spectacle of a camera observing itself
on the fiery path to oblivion!

Notfall

- Emergency - Koin Karowohn, 1988, (5)

We are not able to record our own dying process - but
a camera can. As the artist incinerates a camera we
witness the fascinating 'death' of the imaging mechanism in
real time.
Luck Smith - Gusztav Homos. 1987, (5)

An associative portrait of the c i y is constructed during
an e h n i c journey on the overbnd and underground
systems of Berlin.
Zygosis - Gmin Hodge, 1 99 1. (26)

A poruait of the German pdical artist John Heartfield, a
close collabomor with George Grosr D i effects are

e m p w in the spirit of Hearttidd's satire, presenting us
with Hider and his skatebod at the Nureinbergrallies and
the real meaning of the nazi'salute.

invis.ible table in videdimbo. As they speak in fragmentr,
their thoughts, T r i e s and associations become visible
in the clouds of smoke rising fmm their cipreaes.

Lost Memories of the Woman in White
1997, (1 7)

Steinweh- Angelo Zumpe, 1991. (8)

- Friederike Anden.

E w r y I d y recognises the Woman in W h i i but who is
she?A bride?A nurse?A ghost? A schizophrenic assassin?
She forgoti but one thing is certain - she's in deep m b J e
and the nuptial,. dream- of purity has become
as tainted as her dress. This almost narrative version
of Anders' complex World Wide Web project presents
scenes collected from the Woman in Whii database;
ampled for keyword search from Hollymod
and
other popular media.
Rauchniichte - RASKIN I Romut Pape. 1990, ( I I )

An ensemble of stylised characters meet around an

\

This experimental piece on the GUM Wu combines a
poem by Peter Weiss on the subjective experience of a
c i r l i mu victim with the deansed and fibred -rage
of events carried by broadcast news.

der Tod /ST - Knut Gerwers, 1994. (1 6)
Our insatiable appetite for accidents and disaster has
transformed us into a breed of media vampires, gathering
daily to s k k blood from the television screen. Resurrecting
Klaus Kinski from the dead and featuring one of the fastest
video sequences ever c m this report on the boredom of
eternal life is perhaps the ultimate scratch video.

i

A petformance-oriented piece on men's paanoia a b u t
potency and proliferation. Males and sex... always a
problem,.
well, quite often, and rarely presemed as
humourously as in this work
STAY -just a moment - Hanno m,1990, ( 1 6)

A naked old man stretches and moves through a wooden
attic, meeting and comparing the texture of his skin with
that of the bodies of young women. "I experience a
dirence. I don't see it, don't feel k When you're as
d d as I am, you'll have to suffer from it inside you'm
still 17 but on the outside people just see an d d man."
Ernest Berk, modem dancer and +mental
musidan,
interprets the suffkrings of a young spirit P y i q to
overcome this increasingly painful difference.
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Fal/gtschichte - AntoI Lux, 1992, (5)

An experimentalautobiographical piece on Lux'sf l i i from
Hungary during the Russii invasion of 1956.

A camera points from a house in Wst Berlin to a nearby
house in the East Between the houses sits the Berlin
Wall. The curious and expeaant mspomes of the DDR
border guards and the residents to the East of the Wl
are c
a
mas the camera shoots one frame per second fbr
a 12 hour period. In the evening West-Gem television
prognmmes flicker on the screens of the N monitors in
the East .

